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← Why listening to music on vinyl beats headphones any day

Everything has a story. The Japanese woodblock painting. The dusty top hat. The old oak chest of drawers and the tall glass vase.

The sentimental pull of an antique knick-knack can be entrancing, the magic of the past flaunting itself in all its glory. Who owned this piece before it arrived here, and who before

them? Was it treasured by a family on proud display, or dismissed and forgotten?

I’ve always loved bits ‘n’ pieces. No distinct genre or particular similarity binds my collectibles together, only the fact that I’m drawn to them. I used to sift through my grandmother’s

cupboards, breath held, seeing what weird and wonderful ornament I could attach a mystical story to. Exploring charity shops and car boot sales, searching for a tiny, random relic

that would become my new bedside trinket to admire.

I have a variety of vintage emporiums in my local area, all full of treasures of the past just waiting to be rediscovered. There’s something about walking through the doors, inhaling

that unique, albeit rather musty, antiques smell and unravelling your imagination as you peruse the nooks and crannies of the warehouse.

But why do we love old stuff so much? They’re past their prime. No longer in use and deserted among a sea of other pieces, forgotten about, if you will. Yet there’s always a certain

charm.

Maybe it’s the hunt. The fun of sifting through innumerable old pieces, eagle-eyed, seeing what treasures you dare stumble across. The endless quest for random bits ‘n’ bobs, not

knowing what you’ll unearth.

Or perhaps it’s the preservation of history itself. ‘Grandma had one of those’, ‘we used to see these all the time when we were kids’. War memorabilia, family keepsakes, ancestral

tokens. An insight into the life of those before us, or a warm hug of nostalgia.

Or possibly the vintage style aspect. That retro radio that would look fantastic next to your desk, or the art deco wall hanging that would sit real pretty above the mantlepiece.

Adding that classic style element to your living space can spruce things up perfectly.

Or is it the fantasy element, the unknown history of a small figurine or sculpture, now a new companion. Sometimes it’s the magic of not knowing the full story behind an antique gem

that makes it so captivating, full of wonder and intrigue.

Whatever your reasons for antiques browsing, I think we’re all in agreement that it will never get old. So, go on, get out there and get lost in the sea of trinkets just waiting to be

rediscovered, re-homed and re-loved.

______________________________________________________________________________

Hannah is an energetic Freelance Copy & Content Writer with global advertising experience and a love for the written word. If not writing you’ll find her indulging in nature

programmes, making fantasy sculptures from polymer clay or being wooed (daily) by her sprocker spaniel. Hannah is particularly connected to the wellness space through her

writing.

www.hannahlouisemurray.co.uk
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